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What makes our school
extraordinary?
Inspirational and notable personalities
Historically and presently the Faculty of Arts and Architecture
of the Technical University of Liberec is associated with
acclaimed creative personalities, who are internationally
respected practicing architects, and artists. Professor Jiří
Suchomel, the school’s founder, participated in the realization
of a residential building for the Internationale Bauausstellung
in Berlin, Germany and in the realization of the Czech House in
Malmö, Sweden, and holds the Honour of the Czech Chamber
of Architects for his lifelong work. Works by architects and
educators Petr Stolín and Alena Mičeková, Zen Houses
and the Nová Ruda Kindergarten have received awards in
the category of best building in the Czech Republic by an
independent international jury in 2016 and 2019 at the Czech
Architecture Awards. Similarly, architect Jiří Buček and the
SIAL studio were awarded the Grand Prix of Architects in 2014
for the redevelopment of the Liberec City Spa into a Regional
Art Gallery. Another one of our architecture studio leaders,
Saman Saffarian, builds upon his five-year experience
working at Zaha Hadid Architects in London, while architect
Radek Kolařík draws valuable experience from his work with
Jean Nouvel in Paris.

The Department of Arts is led by artist and curator Jan Stolín,
co-author of the award-winning Memorial to the Victims and
Fighters for Homeland Freedom. In 2000 he was a finalist in
the Jindřich Chalupecký Award competition, awarded annually
to the best artist under the age of 35. His collaborator Richard
Loskot, a Jindřich Chalupecký Award finalist in 2012, 2014 and
2017, exhibits in Germany, the United Kingdom, and Italy.
Additionally, short-term visiting artist studio leaders are
invited each semester, complementing the already diverse
overall range of creative approaches.
Large open studio
Studio teaching takes place at a unique open space studio,
contributing to a shared creative environment for all of
the students. The studio, accessible round-the-clock, was
modeled after the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor and
is unique in Europe. The studio provides ample space for
independent creative activities, consultations, for semestral
exhibitions, student competitions or other related events.
Technical equipment and specialized laboratories
Among the resources available to students are a model
making workshop, 3D printing equipment, laser cutter,
polystyrene cutter, virtual reality lab, CAD - lab, studio of fine
arts, light and sound laboratory, IT classroom, print center, an
extensive library focused on art and architecture, a school
gallery, auditoriums, and workshop classrooms.

Liberec, the green and great city!

Which areas are important to us?

Liberec is an ideal blend of countryside, history, culture and
modern architecture. Its location, with cities like Prague, Berlin,
Dresden or Wroclaw just a stone’s throw away, makes Liberec
an ideal junction for collaboration. Surrounded by mountains,
the city is perfect for skiing, jogging, hiking, and mountain
biking. And for the days when nature seems too far, the
university facilities also have a lot to offer. Like a climbing wall,
an indoor swimming pool, a fitness gym, an aerobics hall, a
football pitch and basketball, volleyball or tennis courts. There
is also plenty to do for those, who prefer culture to sports as
the city’s art&culture scene and hip cafe‘s have made quite a
name for themselves.

Departments of Architecture and Urban Planning
Sustainable architecture
Liveable and socially just cities
Using data and new technologies for more efficient design
International networking with experts to find the best local
solutions

Come join us and help build more
liveable cities!
Graduates of the Faculty of Arts and Architecture succeed as
independent and critically thinking creators, architects, urban
planners, visual artists, and environmental designers. However,
you will also find visualizers, publicists, fashion designers,
graphic designers, curators, jewellery designers, art directors,
illustrators, teachers or researchers among our graduates.
With education from our university you just won’t get lost.

Department of Arts
Art in public space
Multimedia and lighting design
Virtual and mixed reality
Entwining the digital and physical experience of the
contemporary world
Experience and job placement
Independent architectural practice, work in an urban planning
team, reconstruction and revitalization, 3D modelling of space,
socially engaged artistic practice, curatorial activity, work
in state or municipal government, research activity, work in
education and promotion, consultancy

Students workshop in the large open studio © FAA
Ještěd television tower and hotel, awarded the Auguste Perret Prize by the International Union of Architects (UIA)
© Vladislav Válek

Large open studio building of the Faculty of Arts and Architecture © FAA

The Institute for Nanomaterials, Advanced Technologies and
Innovation, Technical University of Liberec © Aleš Jungmann

Liberec Regional Art Gallery - Spa © OGL
Neo-Renaissance Liberec Town Hall at the Dr. Edvard Beneš Square © Jiří Stránský

Large open studio building of the Faculty of Arts & Architecture (exterior) © TUL

Faculty of Arts and Architecture
Technical University of Liberec
Architecture and Urban Planning

Fine Art - Creation in Public Space

Students of architecture and urban planning meet with important creative personalities in the field during personal consultations
thus lending them valuable experience and diverse perspectives on contemporary architecture and possible urban solutions. Studio
assignments are focused on local projects in the Czech Republic (e.g., Prague, Liberec) and international ones in places such as the
Netherlands, the United States, and Iceland. Students go step by step through the entire process of designing; beginning with research
and analysis of the environment, through consultation of proposals in the process of their development to the final presentation at the
end of each semester. The faculty cooperates closely with experts who give lectures and mentor students at the faculty.

Graduates of this study program will learn to interconnect and use digital and multimedia technologies in contemporary art. The artist
reacts to current topics in society, in studio teaching, there is space for mutual discussion and discovery. Students’ final works are not
only ideological studies but above all, they represent finished realizations, and experimental models. The heads of studios are actively
seeking out ways to involve students through competitions, exhibitions, and grants. The studio supports natural competition, healthy
ambition and, above all, passion for creation. FAA students are encouraged to not be passive users of modern technology but rather to
be able to negotiate with specific software and technologies. The focus of their artistic output is on virtual, or mixed reality.

Studio Leaders
Jiří Buček, Jan Hendrych, Radek Kolařík, Petr Rezek, Saman Saffarian, Petr Stolín, Jiří Suchomel

Studio Leaders
Richard Loskot, Jan Stolín

fua.tul.cz/en
Saman Saffarian, FLECTOFOLD Demonstrator, 2017 © ITKE University of Stuttgart
Richard Loskot, Colour is a Feature of Light, Installation, 2017 © author’s archive

Jiří Suchomel, Vladimír Balda, Marie Procházková, The Technical University of Liberec Information Centre, 2014 © TUL

Jan Stolín, 104,5 m of Aluminum Pipeline, 2005 © author’s archive
Jiří Buček / SIAL, Reconstruction of the Liberec Regional Art Gallery, Grand Prix of
Architects, 2014 © author’s archive

Petr Stolín, Alena Mičeková, Kindergarten Nová Ruda – Vratislavice nad Nisou, Czech Architecture Award 2019 © Alexandra Timpau

Professors at TUL are very professional and I love
the freedom in the use of the machines within the
workshops and the high quality of education.
Eda Salincak,
English Master’s programme student from Turkey

Veronika Martykán (graduation 2006, employed at Wilkinson Eyre Architects),
Battersea Power Station, London, United Kingdom © Wilkinson Eyre Architects

Jan Magasanik (graduation 2003, work at Bjarke Ingels Group), EXPO 2010,
Denmark © Iwan Baan

Petr Štefek (graduation 2005, worked for Norman Foster), Regal House, Covent
Garden, London, United Kingdom © author’s archive

The curriculum covers art, science, and the technical
studies required for an architectural student to
understand the theory and practical knowledge of
architecture. The teaching staff is extremely friendly,
patient, approachable, and understanding, always
ready to help.

I wanted to have the opportunity to study in
Europe since European architecture has a
particular history and culture which is so very
different from my country.

Maria Chloe Tonia Rodriguez,
English Master’s programme student from India

Nozomu Honda,
Freemover student from Japan
Bára Šafářová (graduation 2009), employed at the Texas
University, USA © author’s archive

Eva Le Peutrec (graduation 2005), Hangzhou Agricultural Trading Center Unitown
Design INC, China © Hangzhou Agricultural Trading Center Unitown Design INC

Cooperations
Regional
We take advantage of creative overlaps between architecture,
urban planning, and fine arts within the framework of the study
programs.
We develop interdisciplinary projects within the Technical
University, for example with the Faculty of Mechatronics,
Informatics and Interdisciplinary Studies, the Faculty of Textile
Engineering, with the CxI research institute (3D Print in Civil
Engineering and Architecture), or with other departments
such as the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of Charles
University in Prague (Topology and Poetics of Space).
European
We support student exchange and teacher exchange from
schools of art and architecture from all of Europe. We are
expanding our range of courses taught in English. For the
new Doctoral Program in Architecture and Urbanism, we have
taken inspiration from ETH in Zurich, The Bartlett School of
Architecture in London, TU Delft, Porto School of Architecture,
and University of Helsinki.

Global
For studios and workshops, we regularly invite experts from
around the world (e.g., Mark Johnson - United States, Taku
Sakaushi - Japan). We offer regular lectures by international
scholars (e.g., Martyn Dade-Robertson - United Kingdom,
Kengo Kuma - Japan, Peter Bach - Hungary). We establish
bilateral agreements supporting student mobility, practical
training and study stay in Europe and the world (Malaysia,
Taiwan).

International activities
Practical trainings and study stays, visiting teachers,
workshops, excursions (Venice Biennale, Bauhaus,
architecture and galleries in Berlin, galleries in Vienna)

International graduates
Theresa Kjellberg 2016 (Sweden), Petra Ross 2016 (Germany),
Aleksandra Pinaeva 2015 (Russia), Giuseppe Lacanna 2010
(Italy/Denmark), Georgios Georgiou 2009 (Cyprus), Kamila
Wilk 2008 (Poland)

Study Programs

Tuition fee for Master’s programme in English
5,000 USD / year

In English (with tuition fee) – Master’s Degree: Architecture
and Urban Design
In Czech (no tuition fee) – Bachelor’s Degree: Architecture
and Urban Design, Fine Art - Creation in Public Space;
Master’s Degree: Architecture and Urban Design, Fine Art Creation in Public Space; Doctoral Degree: Architecture and
Urban Design, Fine Art
All of our studios are in English or English friendly

Freemovers
Tuition fee 2,500 USD / semester, 5,000 USD / year
No entrance exams.

Other Bachelor’s Degree courses taught in English
Professional English, Czech Architecture, Contemporary Art,
Project Presentation in English

International Department
Faculty of Arts and Architecture, Technical University of
Liberec, Studentská 1402/2, 461 17 Liberec 1, Czech Republic

Int’l Students and Freemovers

Additional Information: www.tul.cz/en
Contact: faa@tul.cz

For admission to the Master’s Degree programme, prospective
students must take an entrance examination. Student must
hold a Bachelor’s degree of similar or related field (recognised
in the Czech Republic). Student will be selected upon his/
her motivation letter, portfolio review and interview (possibly
online). Full-time practice in an architecture studio (140 days)
required prior to enrollment.

Erasmus+ and Exchange Students

Application Deadline
March 31st. Students who need to apply for visa procedure
are allowed to contact FAA earlier. Entrance exams start in
January.

No tution fee. Additional Information: www.tul.cz/en
Contact: international@tul.cz

Open. Young. Dynamic.

